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Football player
sent to hospital
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S(KOn Valley startup Better Place on
Tuesday announced adeatwith Hawairs
governor and the state's biggest utility to
buiktan electric car charging network
throtJ9.houtthe ~nds.The agreement
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JUST TEXT
ABritish surgeon amputated the arm of
a wounded teenager in Congo, Africa
with help from instructions sent to him
by text message. David Nott texted his
surgical colleague Meirion Thomas, who
is one of only a handful of UK surgeons
familiar with the difficult procedure of
removing the collar bone and shoulder
blade. Professor Thomas replied almost
immediately with ten steps Nott should
follow to carry out the procedure and
then signed offwith"Easy! Good luck."
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Breaking
news on
your cell
Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone. Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LIBRARY OPENS UP TO
STUDENTS FOR SOME
LATE-NIGHT STUDYING

)

"

Students can bring their UCF IDs to the
Library on Saturday from 7:30 p.m. to
11 :45 p.m.for study sessions. The
session will include free food and free
study supplies, and each floor ofthe
Library will be for different studying.

LOCAL & STATE, A2

SUPREME COURT TO
DECIDE IF BLOOD BANK
AT FAULT FOR DEATH
The Florida Supreme Court will decide
whether a blood bank should be held
responsible for the death ofa 7-yearold boy who died from West Nile virus
contracted from a transfusion.An
appeals court overturned a jury's
negligence verdict.

MARK SCHAUB
StaffWriter

During on offseason
weight training session on
Wednesday, UCF football
player
Brandoi:i
Davis
"required transportation to
Florida Hospital East, where
he currently remains, under
observation,'' according to a

m

Calls Thursday to Florida
Hospital East could not confirm Davis' presence at the
www.UCFNews.com
facility.
UCF Athletics release.
According to The AssociLeigh Torbin, a sports . ated Press, Davis collapsed at
information director for Wednesday's exercise after
UCF, wrote that HIPAA pri- he became dehydrated.
vacy laws do not allow the
Davis, a true freshman
school to discuss Davis'
medical status.
PLEASE SEE ATHLETICS ON AS

the rise~

For updates from
this story, go to

Economy affecis
textbook buyback
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Brandon Davis was sent to Florida Hospital
East on Wednesday, according to UCF.

VI RTUALREHABI LITATION
UCF's Media Convergence Lab aims to ease stroke patients' pain
SHAUN BEVAN
StaffWriter

UCF's Media Convergence
Lab will enter the second
phase of research as it teams
up with California-based Virtual Reality Medical Center to
create a fun rehabilitation program to help patients recover
from a stroke.
. "Physical therapy is not
only painful, wnich there is
only so much we can do to
relieve the physical pain, but it
can also be boring and isolating,'' said Eileen Smith, · an
associate director of the
Media Convergence Lab and a
digital media professor. "If
there is a way to add more
socialization, to make it more
fun, than there is at least
something to get their mind
off the pain."
In Phase I, the lab created
an interactive mixed-media
virtual reality prototype called
Smash Me. With the use of
head-mounted goggles and a
small hand-held netted paddle, the patient would attempt
to smash a cute virtual insect,
resembling a bug-eyed cartoon mosquito, with the paddle. By attempting to crush the
adorable little pest, the patient
will be practicing physical
therapy techniques to regain
their range of motion.
While Phase I was to determine whether the lab could
build a system that could capture data, like the position of a
patient's hand, and output that
data into something beneficial, Phase II is to test whether
that system will help in the
rehabilitation of a person who
had a stroke.
'We expect it to have a lot
of impact, because working
with us from the very beginPLEASE SEE
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Canadian Prime Minister Stephen
Harper shut down Parliament on
Thursday in an unprecedented
attempt to keep his government in
power, fending off a no-confidence
vote he was all but certain to lose
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Contributing Writer

The majority ofUCF is flat
and increasingly covered by
roads and buildings, and is on
the east end of a major city.
So what's an all-terrain
vehicle doing on a college
campus?
"We use them to maneuver through football crowds
and to control the undeveloped backcountry area surrounding the university." said
Cpl James Roop of the UCF
Police Department.

Buyback season - it's the
most wonderful time of the ·
year. Or not, depending if
you are buying or selling
used textbooks.
According to survey findings from a 2005 State Public
Interest Research Groups
study called "Rip-off 101:
How the Current Practices
of the Textbook Drive Up
the· Cost of College Textbooks,'' 't extbook companies
have increased the prices of
new books by 62 percent
since 1994, while the actual
costs to produce the finished
goods have only increased
by 14 percent.
The same study stated
that, on average, new editions of textbooks cost
approximately 45 percent

BOOK ON A6

vox
tries to
prevent
HPV
ANDREA CANTERBURY
Staff Writer

GREGORYTERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Associate Director Eileen Smith of the Media Convergence lab demonstrates how the patients would wear the virtual reality goggles.

Four-wheeled steeds
prowl_UCF campus
BREE MCDONOGHUE

Contributing Writer

PLEASE SEE

NATION & WORLD, A4

CANADIAN PRIME
MINSTER SHUTS DOWN
PARLIAMENT

SEBASTIAN CHURCH

G

For more photos
on this story go to
www.UCFNews.com

UCF currently owns two
Kawasaki 650 ATVs and is
looking into purchasing two
more. These off-road vehicles
are capable of reaching the
backcountry terrain surrounding the campus and
allow officers to control trespassing.
''It's not uncommon to see
stolen or burnt vehicles left in
the wooded area behind the
university. People use it as a

RAMI ROTLEWla / CEITTRAL FlORIDA FUTURE

UCF officer Lt. William Hope rides around the Union on one of the departments 2 ATVs.

dumping ground" Roop said.
With an average of almost
33,000 fans attending each
UCF home game at Bright
House Networks Stadium, the
ATVs are also beneficial for

crowd control and maneuvering through fans to quickly
respond to an emergency situation. Managing a 1,415-acre
PLEASE SEE
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UCF student group VOX:
Voices for Planned Parenthood wants to take the financial factor ~ut of fighting cervical cancer.
"College students need
information and access to
affordable health care services in order to
make healthy, - HP_V_is-sho
_ rt_
lifelong deci- forhuman
sions," VOX papilloma virus.
President
HPVs are a
Cari Cruz said group of over
in a press 100 related
release. "We viruses
are working
HPVs are
to ensure that called papilloma
viruses because
the cost of someoftheHPV
this vaccine types cause
doesn't stand warts, or
in the way of papillomas,
the responsi- whlcharenonble
young
women who
want to protect
them- fl·c.·"',-.-u.1
selves from
cancer."
Last
month, VOX planned a Gardasil vaccination event in
partnership with Planned
Parenthood of Greater Orlando. Gardasil protects against
four types of HPV, the most
common sexually transmitted virus in the United States.
The four strains, Types 6, 11,
16 and 18, are responsible for
causing 70 percent of cervical cancer cases and 90 percent of genital warts cases.
'We know that 50 percent
of all women will be infected
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Library available for studying
Students can bring their
UCF IDs to the Library on Saturday from 7:30 p.m. to 11:45
p.m. for study sessions.
There will be free food and
free study supplies, and each
floor of the Library will be for
specific types of study.
For more information, contact Jennifer Rionda at 407-8232191
or
e-mail
sga_asc@mail.uc£edu.

Free breakfast outside the Union
The Student Government
Association will serve a free
breakfast on Monday at 11:45
a.m. in the Atrium of the Student Union as part of the Study
Union program.
\
For more information, contact Jennifer Rionda at 407-8232191
or
'e-mail
sga_asc@mail.uc£edu

SGA Senate meets Tuesday
There will be the weekly
SGA Senate meeting on Tuesday from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in the
Key West Ballroom at the Student Union.
For more information, contact Aaron Silvers at 407-8232191
or
e-mail
sga_ spr@mail.uc£edu.

Weight Watchers meets again
On. Wednesday from 5:15
p.m. to 6:15 p.m., there will be a
Weight Watchers meeting in
the UCF Human Resource
Department, located in the University Tech Center on
Research Parkway.

LOCAL
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Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Florida Supreme Court to decide
responsibility of blood bank death
TALIAHASSEE-The Florida Supreme Court will decide
• whether a blood bank should be
held responsible for the death of
a 7-year-old boy who died from
- west Nile virus contracted from
' a transfusion.
An appeals court overturned
a jury's negligence verdict. The
appellate judges ruled the lawsuit
should have been filed as a medical malpractice claim instead
and that special procedures
required for that kind of case
• were not followed.
The argument Thursday
focused on whether the malpractice procedures apply even
though Chase Fitchner received
only blood, not medical care,
from a LifeSouth Community
Blood Center in Alachua County.

Authorities sa1- 2 more arrested in
connecting with coffee robberies
FORT LAUDERDALE Authorities said two more suspects have been arrested in connection with violent robberies at
Dunkin' Donuts stores in
Broward and Palm Beach counties.
The Broward County Sheriff's
Office said Thursday the suspects were caught trying to flee
the country by ship. No further
details were immediately available.
Earlier this week. three other
suspects were taken into custody
for the robberies at branches in
Delray Beach, Tamarac and Sunrise.
At the Delray Beach store on
Nov. 26, authorities say one man
outside and three customers
inside were shot. Their injuries
were non-life threatening. The
Tamarac branch was robbed a
day later and two suspects shot a
man in the back and stole cash
from customers. The victim
remains hospitalized in critical
condition.

South Florida authorities arrest
man in connection with killing

•
•
•
•

!AKE PARK - South Florida
authorities have arrested a man
in connection with the fatal
shooting of an ice cream truck'
driver in what may have been an
attempted robbery.
The Palm Beach Sheriff's
Office took 21-year-old Michael
Anthony Murdock Jr. into custody, as they continued their
search for two other suspects
wanted in the killing. Deputies
responding to a call about the
shooting Wednesday found a
man dead in the truck.
Authorities identified the victim as 32-year-old Fresnel Atilus.
~ ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Mixed niartia1 arts n1en1ber kicks butt like a girl
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On the ground with her legs wrapped around his waist and her arms locked
tightly around his neck, Amelia Miramonti is on Jonathon Geddes~ back
attempting to "choke him out" and cut off the blood flow to the brain so he is
forced to either tap out or pass out.
It is grappling practice night at
UCF's mixed martial arts club, and
Miramonti is the only woman in a
group of seveIL She will take her turn
grappling with every man in the circle
several times, including Geddes, who
weighs roughly 100 pounds more than
Miramonti
On any practice night, the group
begins with a warm-up that consists of
60 push ups, 60 sit ups, 60 squat
thrusts, 60 jumping jacks and 60
squats, after which they stretch and
start their drills.
This week, the drills were in grappling. Club president Chris Soha
would describe and demonstrate a
move before the group paired up and
practiced what they witnessed. After a
few tries, the pairs would "go live" and
really grapple, putting each other in
various holds that affected different
areas of the body.
Miramonti, a sophomore majoring
in sports and fitness, is not afraid to
grapple with the guys.
In her turn with club member
Robert Bieber, she was flipped over his
left shoulder and onto her back but
recovered quickly and moved to take
her turn and try to do the same to him.
In most of her attempts with the
new moves, she was successful. When
she wasn't, Soha's coaching helped her
fix it.
She fights as if she has years of
experience, but it was only one year
ago that Miramonti said she knew
nothing about MMA
She said that on her way out one
day, she ran into a friend on his way to
MMA practice and discussed it briefly
with him but had no second thoughts
about it. In fact, she said she forgot the
·conversation until she passed by the
Ferrell Commons Auditorium on her
way home. The doors were wide open,
and she could see her friend grappling
with other club members. Miramonti
was intrigued.
Dressed in a skirt and oblivious to
the sport, Miramonti stepped in for a
closer look
She spoke with the club president at
the time, Zach Williams, and quickly
went home to change and returned to
practice that same day.
She learned basic punches that day,
jabbing with her left hand and using
her whole body to punch with her
right.
At her second practice, she was the
only girl, and she went right into grappling, but Williams h elped h er adjust.
"He took me aside, on my own,
because I was so new and a girl and I
didn't know anything about martial
arts," Miramonti said.
Soon enough, Miramonti was a regular MMA club participant.
"I was that one girl who came out to
practices," Miramonti said.
Although there were other women
at the time Miramonti joined the club,
few came out on grappling nights, and
few were consistent participants.
Currently, there is only one other
regular female member of the club,
according to Soha, who said that of
those two, Miramonti is the better
fighter.
The other woman was not present
at the three practices viewed for this
article.
Nicknamed "Pit bull" by Geddes for
her tenacious attitude and h er ability
to really dig in and hang on during a
fight, Miramonti prides h erself in
being able to hold her own.
She said she picked up the armbar
really quickly, within about five or six
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Top: Members of the mixed martial arts dub at UCF, from left to right Marki, Robert Bieber, Chris Soha,Jonathan
Geddes, Peter McGranaghan, Kevin Medina and Amelia Miramonti. Bottom: Miramonti practices her kick at a meeting.

practices, and was excited to start
using it in practice drills because the
guys underestimated her.
An armbar is a type of lock that
hyper-extends an opponent's elbow.
On the ground, Miramonti is able to
do this by using h er legs to trap her
opponent's arm up by his head,
straightening it out and raising her hips
to apply pressure to the joint. .
"Guys were caught off guard," Miramonti said. "They were like, 'What?
She actually knows what she is
doing?"'
For her, it was an exciting new experience.
"I was like 'yeah, I did that!' " Miramonti said
Justin Holt is a freshman in the club
who said that he was surprised to see a
woman involved

"I didn't think girls were really into
MMA," Holt said
Holt was Miramonti's partner during last week's drills that involved a lot
of practice doing basic kicking and
punching in a round-robin type of stations work out.
Today, Miramonti is the vice president of the MMA club, the only female
officer, and one of two regular women
to attend practices.
She said she would like to continue
with the sport after college, but for
now she is focusing on school
It's a love of the sport and a desire to
have that adrenaline rush complete
with stress relief that keeps Miramonti
coming back to MMA thre e nights a
week, she says.
"It's just a great feeling of se lf
accomplishment," Miramonti said
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TODAY IN DETAIL
. Today: Sunny during the day with no
chance of rain and a maximum
humidity of 62 percent.
Tonight: A partly cloudy night with a
10 percent chance of rain and winds
from the west at 2 mph.

Saturday
PARTLY CLOUDY

Sunday

High:73°
Low:51°
High:68°
Low:46°
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Phase II to begin in spring '09
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ning will be a cognitive rehab
person, along with an occupational and physical therapist,"
Smith said.
With Phase II to begin in
the first quarter of 2009, the
VRMC will come into the picture to help turn the prototype into a more practical
program. The VRMC is primarily known for its use of
virtual reality in treating anxiety disorders such as panic
disorders and social phobias.
The company uses virtual
reality exposure therapy by
placing the patient in a controlled computer-generated
virtual world to walk them
through their phobias.
"Our goal has always been
to branch out into all forms of
medical training and treatment using simulation technology," VRMC's Orlando
director of operations Angela
Salva wrote in an e-mail interview. '½.lthough our company
was founded on treating
patients with anxiety disorders using VR, we have been
engaged in medical training
and treatment for several
years."
Smith said Phase II will
only take a year before moving into Phase III, which is the
commercialization portion in
which the lab rolls out the
final product onto the open
market.
They hope to remove the
head-mounted
displays
entirely in Phase II in order to
introduce a screen projector
that will display the insect.
They are unsure how
exactly the prototype will
change within Phase II, as
they will bring in a new control group, Smith said.
"VRMC was UCF's commercialization partner in the
development ofthe Smash Me
game as a precursor to our
prototype system: The Mixed
Reality Rehabilitation System," Salva said. "Smash Me
served as a proof of principle,
and we are all excited about
the future:•
Whatever the outcome is,
they hope that it will be bene-

GREGORY TERRITO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Goggles and a racket sit in front of a poster describing the Media Lab's·current research.

ficial to the rehabilitation
community.
"Mainly what we've found
is that the rehab folks lmow
the tools that they have are
lacking," Smith said. "They
are looking for ways that they
can put through the vetting
processing to make sure they
are as effective, if not more,
that allow people to gather
data and to bring the real
world context into a controlled environment. Where I
might have chaos, but it's
chaos that I control"
This controlled chaos will
be used to help rehabilitate
patients and hopefully in the
meantime, help them forget
about the pain they are in. In
order to do this, Smith uses
three elements of human
interaction to divert the
patient's attention from pain.
Those three elements are
story, play and game.

The play environment is
like an exploratory environment in which the patient can
take his or her time to use the
program and practice his or
her range of movement.
The game environment
will put a competitive edge on
the therapy, where patients
could challenge their grandson or significant other to a
game of who can smash the
most bugs in less than a
minute. These two environments are linked together by a
story that, by adding narrative, will hopefully immerse
them into the atmosphere.
"We
love
narrative.
Humans are hard-wired for
it," Smith said. "Play is
absolutely essential, because
it's the environment before
game. Once you reach the
game environm~nt, there are
rules and there are winners
and losers."
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Keep current with headlines

from around the globe

Canadian prime minister shuts
down parliament to keep power
OTTAWA Canadian
Prime Minister Stephen Harper shut down Parliament on
Thursday in an unprecedented attempt to keep his government in power, fending off a
no-confidence vote he was all
but certain to lose.
Less than two months after
winning re-election, Harper
successfully
asked 1the
unelected representative of
the head of state for the power
to close down Parliament until
Jan. 26, hoping to buy enough
time to develop a stimulus
package that could prop up
the economy.
Governor
General
Michaelle Jean, who represents Britain's Queen Elizabeth II as head of state, granted the unusual request to
suspend parliament. Had she
refused, Harper would have
had two choices: step down or
face a no-confidence vote
Monday he was sure to lose.
Three opposition parties
united against Harper, charging he has failed to insulate
Canada from the global fmancial crisis. The credit crisis and
a global sell offof commodities
have
slowed
Canada's
resource-rich economy, ·and
the fmance minister said last
week he expects a recession.
The opposition was also
outraged by a government
proposal to scrap public subsidies for political parties,
something the opposition
groups rely on more than the
Conservatives. Although that
proposal was withdrawn, the
opposition has continued to
seek Harper's ouster, saying
he has lost the trust and confi- (
dence of parliament.
Harper's
Conservative
Party was re-elected Oct. 14
with a strengthened minority
government, but still must rely
on the opposition to pass legislation.
The Llberals, New Democ..:'
rats and Bloc Q!.iebecois,
which together control a
majority of parliament's 308
seats, signed a pact agreeing to
vote this coming Monday to
oust Harper an'd setting the
structure for their proposed
coalition government.
Analysts said a governor
general has never been asked
to suspend parliament to
delay an ouster vote when it
was clear the government didn't have the confidence of a
majority of legislators.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Federal judge dismisses lawsuit
about woman's Myspace photo

•
•

MILLERSVILLE, Pa. - A
federal judge has dismissed a
lawsuit by a woman who
claimed that a Pennsylvania
public university denied her a
teaching degree because of a
photo posted on her MySpace
page with the caption "drunken pirate."
Millersville
University
could not award Stacy Snyder
an education degree when she
graduated in 2006 because
Snyder had not completed her
student teaching experience at
Conestoga Valley High School,
U.S. District Judge Paul S. Diamond ruled Wednesday.
Instead, the university
granted her an English degree. ·
The photo, taken at a 2005
Halloween party, shows Snyder wearing a pirate hat while
drinking from a plastic cup.
Diamond, however, noted
that the high school barred Snyder from campus because she
performed poorly as a student
teacher, used her MySpace
page to share personal information with her students and criticized the teacher who was
supervising her in a message
posted on the page.
Snyder's attorney, Mark W.
Voigt, said she plans to appeal.
"Stacy is deeply saddened
that, because of the judge's
erroneous decision, she
remains unable to teach in
Pennsylvania's public schools,"
he said in a statement Wednesday.
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New precedent
in Florida courts

Seminole
Community
College

Supreme court overturns false light case
CASSIE MORRIEN
Contributing Writer

A Florida Supreme Court
ruling recently helped
expand the protection of the
First
Amendment
for
churches, nonprofit ·groups,
individuals and the media
after failing to recognize
false light invasion of privacy.
In the 5-0 ruling of the
Supreme
Court
case
between Jews for Jesus and
Edith Rapp, the Court overturned the previous decision
of a lower appellate court
and referred the case back to
an appeals court. Barry Silver, Edith Rapp's attorney,
was pleased with the court's
decision to send the case
back to a lower court.
"I'm very happy with the
Supreme Court's decision,"
Silver said
He said his goal is to seek
a remedy for people like
Rapp.
The case began in 2002,
after Rapp, a JeV\Tish woman
from Delray Beach, had a dispute with stepson Bruce
Rapp, who was working for
Jews for Jesus.
Bruce Rapp wrote an article for the organization's
newsletter in which he
allegedly implied Edith Rapp
had become a believer in
Jesus. In the article, Bruce
Rapp claimed his stepmother began to cry when he
shared a Christian tale after
his father's death.
Edith Rapp claimed false
light invasion of privacy and
defamation, on the grounds
that the article inflicted emotional distress.
The case was dismissed
in trial court and was sent to
the Fourth District Court of
Appeal.
"We filed under two
counts," Silver said. "In the
[lower] appellate court, we ·
won for false light and lost
defamation. In the Supreme
Court, they reversed the
decision."
The Supreme Court recognized that the false light
tort addresses all of the same
concerns a defamation plaintiff would have. The difference rests in the legal procedure applied to both torts.
For false light, a plaintiff
must prove the article would
be "highly offensive to a reasonable person," whereas a
defamation plaintiff must
prove injury to his or her
reputation.
False light's "highly offensive" .standard becomes a
risky debate because the
standard is so imprecise.
Following past Colorado
and Texas Supreme Courts
rulings, the Florida Supreme
Court determined false light
is too vague of a claim and
could ultimately have an
alarming effect on the media.
David Hudson Jr., a First
Amendment expert with the
First Amendment Center,
said the ruling puts Florida in
the minority of most states.
"Some could classify [the
Supreme Court's decision]
as a victory for the press,"
Hudson said. "Most courts
recognize the false light tort.
·Florida is in the minority."

.
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"Just because
you have the
freedom of
speech does
not mean you
can lie about
someone."
- BARRY SILVER
EDITH RAPP'S ATTORNEY

Hudson said the ruling
certainly expands the protection of the First Amendment.
To sustain an argument
for defamation, the plaintiff
must show damage to his or
her reputation.
For those who practice
Judaism, the implication of
someone accepting Jesus
could be very damaging.
Sam Kauffman is the
assistant executive director
of Central Florida Hillel, a
popular Jewish organization
for college students. Kauffman understands the severity of implying a Jewish person believes in Jesus.
"Jews for Jesus look and
act like Jews but believe in
Jesus," Kauffman said. "Jesus
does not play a role in
Judaism. In the Jewish community [Jews for Jesus] is
seen as a Christian fundamentalism group."
He stressed the repercussions one might feel if they
were seen to have left the
Jewish community.
"It could definitely hurt
someone who could be seen
as leaving the Jewish community and could defmitely
hurt someone's reputation,"
Kauffman said.
In the same situation,
Kauffman said the emotional
stress would affect him
greatly.
"I believe this [situation]
would affect me greater
[than Ms. Rapp]," Kauffman
said. "It would affect my
marriage, my relationship
with my parents and my
working
relationships,
because this is my career."
Kauffman continued to
call the article slanderous.
"Just because you have
the freedom of speech does
not mean you can lie about
someone," Silver said "[The
Court's decision] is good for
us. It is a remedy to what we
are seeking."
The case is currently
being sent back to an appeals
court to reconsider the
defamation claim to decide if
Edith Rapp's reputation was
damaged in the eyes of "a
substantial and respectable
minority of the community."
Silver said he is happy the
case is being sent back to
trial.
"I think"we should have a
very free and open press,"
Silver said "But no one has
the righ~ to lie about someone for kicks or revenge.
"Someone once said,
'Take my purse and you have
nothing, take my good name
and you take everything,' and
that's how we see it."
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The Forao«en Refuaees
Why does nobody care about the Jewish refuaees from Arab lands1
The world is greatly concerned about the Arabs who fled the nascent state of Israel in 1948. But no mention is
ever made of the Jewish refugees from Arab lands. Their history is as compelling and arguably more so than that
of the Arab refugees from Israel.

Whac are che facu1

A different history. It is instructive to compare the
history of those Jewish refugees with that of the Arabs
Jews in Arab countries. Jews have lived since
who fled from Israel during its War of Independence.
Biblical times in what are now Arab countries. After
There were about 650,000 of them. Most left following
the Roman conquest, Jews were dispersed, mostly to
the strident invocations of their leaders, who urged
what are now the Arab countries of North Africa and
them to leave, so as to make room for the invading
the Middle East. Many Jews migrated to the Iberian
peninsula - Spain and Portugal. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Arab armies. After victory was
be achieved, they could
They were expelled from those
Jews in Arab Countries to
return to reclaim their
countries at the end of the 15th
1948
Now property and that of the Jews,
century. They mostly migrated
0
all of whom would have been
to the Arab countries, where, by Algeria
140,000
killed or would have fled.
now, they have been living for
75,000
I 00
In contrast to the Jewish
almost 500 years, many Jews for Egypt
I 00
refugees, who were quickly
over 2,000 years.
135,000
Iraq
I 00
integrated into Israel, the Arab
There is a myth that Jews had Lebanon
countries resolutely refused to
an easy life in Muslim/Arab
38,000
0
accept the Arab refugees into
countries. The opposite is the Libya
5,700 their societies. They confined
case. Jews under Islam were Morocco
265,000
them into so-called refugee
treated as second-class citizens Syria
1OO
30,000
camps. Those camps are
and worse. The relationship was
105,000
1,500 essentially extended slum
governed by a system of Tunisia
200
cities, where their descendants
discrimination, intended to Yemen
55,000
- now the fourth generation reduce the Jews in those Arab
have been living ever since.
countries to conditions of
The reason for the Arabs' refusal to accept them was
humiliation, segregation and violence. They were
and still is the desire to keep them as a festering sore
excluded from society, from government, and from
and to make solution of the Arab/Israel conflict
most professions. They were barely tolerated and often,
impossible. These "refugees," whose number has by
under the slightest pretext or no pretext at all, were
now miraculously increased from their original
victimized by vicious violence.
650,000 to 5 million, are seething with hatred toward
When Israel declared its statehood in 1948, pogroms
Israel and provide the cadres of terrorists and suicide
broke out across the entire Arab/Muslim world.
bombers.
Thousands died in this violence. Their homes and
The Palestinian refugees occupy a unique place in
businesses were destroyed, their women violated. The
the concern of the world. Since 1947, there have been
vast majority of those Jews fled from where they had
over 100 UN resolutions concerning the Palestinian
lived for centuries. They had to leave everything
refugees. But there has not been one single resolution
behind. Most of those who were able to escape found
addressing the horrible injustices done to the nearly
their way to the just-created state of Israel.
one million Jewish refugees from the Arab states.
Over 850,000 Jews were driven from Arab countries,
There have been many millions of refugees in the
most of them in 1948, at the birth of Israel. Most of the
wake of the Second World War. With only one
remainder were chased out during or immediately
exception, none of those refugee groups occupy the
following the Six-Day War in 1967, when, in fury about
interest of the world and of the United Nations in a
the disastrous defeat, the "Arab street" erupted and
major way. That one exception are the Palestinian
subjected its Jewish population to bloody pogroms.
refugees. In fact, a special branch of the United Nations
Israel received every one of those Jewish retugees from
(UNRWA) exists only for the maintenance of those
Arab countries with brotherly open arms; it housed,
"refugees." In the almost sixty years of the existence of
fed, and quickly integrated them into Is,raeli society.
this agency it has cost many billions of dollars, most of
They and their descendants now make up more than
it - you guessed it - contributed by the United States.
one-half of the country's population.
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Jewish refugees from the Arab countries are the forgotten refugees. The world, and especially of course the Arabs,
claim compensation from Israel for the Arab refugees and insist on their return to what has been Israel for over 60
years. The Jewish refugees from Arab countries, all Israelis now, have no desire to return to their ancient
homelands, where they had been treated so shabbily and so brutally. But if there is to be any compensation, those
forgotten Jewish refugees are certainly entitled to such compensation as much as the Arab refugees. Anything else
would be an outrage and a great injustice.
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This message has been published and paid for by

Fl.AME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 • San Francisco, CA 94159

Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME is a tax-exempt, non-profit educational 501 (c)(3)
organization. Its purpose Is the research and publication of the facts
regarding developments in the Middle East and exposing false
propaganda that might hami the interests of the United States and its
allies in that area of the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are
welcome. They enable us to pursue these goals and to publish these
messages in national newspapers and magazines. We have virtually
no overhead. Almost all of our revenue pays for our educational work,
for these clarifying messages, and for related direct mail.
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player has collapsed at a'
practice.
In March, wide receiver
Ereck Plancher collapsed at
a preseason conditioning
drill and was later pronounced dead.
,
It was later found that '
Plancher had sickle cell trait,
which restricted his blood

inquires to UCF Athletics.
Torbin told the Sentinel
running back, "was lifting that Davis was taken to the
weights during a light, rou- hospital to get an rv, and that
tine workout when he col- it is the hospital's policy to
lapsed," school officials told . keep him overnight.
"He should be fine,"
the Orlando Sentinel.
UCF News & Informa- Torbin said to the Sentinel.
It marks the second time
tion declined to comment on
the incident, referring all in nine months that a UCF
Al

flow.
Davis is a 5-foot-9, 190pound true freshman from
Suwanee, Ga
He rushed 24-times for 68
yards and caught two passes
for 4 yards in the 2008 season.

Davis was one of four freshman running backs used by
the Knights this season.
Davis was ranked in the
Top 100 running backs by
Scout.com, and he was the
highest-ranked back -by the

AS ·

site to commit to UCF.
He played in the first four
games of the season, but he
was hampered by a foot injury
later in the year, and he played
in just two of the team's final
six contests.

Chase Raines, junior
mechanical engineering
major,smokes hookah at
the Meridian Hookah
Lounge in Oviedo.

Police say ATVs good for patrol
FROM

••
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Athletics says Davis remains at Florida Hospital East
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campus with 157 buildings
and more than 50,000 students seems impossible without the help of these ATVs.
The Kawasaki 650s may
be a new addition to our campus, but o.ther universities
have been using ATVs to
police their campuses for
years.. Florida Gulf Coast
Uni~ersity, University of
Wisconsin-Parkside
and
Central Texas College are
just a few schools that have
purchased ATVs in order to
patrol the campus.
The Kawasaki 650s used
by the UCF Police Department, which seats one and
retails for around $7300, were
recently maintained . by
Orlando Yamaha Kawasaki
when the both vehicles were ,
outfitted with sirens and
lights.
Officers interested in
operating these ATVs must
first complete an 8-hour
~ ands-on training process as
well as a 4-hour instructional
class in order to become certified to drive th~ vehicles.
Topping out at a speed of
65 mph, the campus ATVs are
also very economical.
''During training, we used
the ATVs for 8 hours and
only used a gallon and a half
of gas." Roop said.
·
Other than being reasonable on gas, the Kawasaki 650
and other vehicles like it emit
far less harmful gases such as
hydrocarbons, Garhon dioxide and nitrous oxide then
automobiles, according to

RAMI ROTLEWIQ / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Lt. William Hope of the-UCF Police Department patrols the woods around campus on one
the department's two ATVs. Th~y are looking to purchase 2 more to help in patrolling.

Orlando Yamaha · Kawasaki
parts associate c4arles Seller.
Some universities are eve:n
allowing students to drive all
terrain vehicles on campus.
Universities like the University·of Tennessee only require
that drivers have a valid driver's license, are 18 and have
valid campus parking permit
in order to operate the vehi- .
des on campus.
To. ensure safety, ATV
riders should be equipped
with proper clothing and
gear, according to the ATV
Safety Institute. Riders
shou).d have long-sleeved
pants and shirt as well as
boots and gloves. Wearing
gloves provides a more
secure grip oil handlebars as ·
well as protects the rider
from debris and hazards.
Boots are also beneficial
when ATV riding so that the
rider's feet do not slide offthe

a

of

foot ·rests.
The helmet is the most
important safety feature and
must be regulation in order
to operate the vehicle. Safety
goggles should be worn in
addition if the helmet does
not already have a safety
shield attached.
'~TVs are as safe as you
are smart riding them," Seller
said.
The UCF PD has been
very pleased with the addition of the ATVs to the univer$ity.
"They are dual-purpose,"
Roop said. "They are very
helpful with community relations and media"'
The ATVs purchased by
UCF "are good for policing
the area and getting around
q~ker," Seller said.
Look out for these newly
refurbished all terrain vehicles around campus.
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U CF offers Gardasil
FROM

Al

with some form ofHPV within four years ofbecoming sexually active," Peter Mastroianni, the assistant director
for health promotion with
UCF Health Services, stated
in a previous Future article.
According to the American Cancer Society, an estimated 11,150 women developed cervical. cancer in the
United States in 2007, and
more than 3,500 women died
as a result. VOX hopes to
change that statistic dramatically. ·
Women attending the
event were able to receive the
Gardasil vaccination for free,
while paying only a $15 fee for
administration. The Gardasil
vaccination costs roughly
$150 per shot, totaling around
$450 for the entire series. Due
to low response, the event
was canceled, but Cruz said
anyone who reserved a spot
will still be getting the· vaccination.
Currently, Gardasil is
offered at the UCF Medical
Center fQr students with or
. without insurance. Students
covered by a PPO (preferred
provider organization, in
which students can · still
receive some coverage from
doctors not under their insur- ·
ance plans) can access the
vaccination for less based on
what their individual company covers.
According to the Centers
for Disease Control, most
large health care providers
cover the costs of Gardasil,
primarily
for
women
between the ages of nine and
26. Currently, there is no law
that forces providers to cover
the cost of the shots. However, Gardasil is covered under
a federal program available to
uninsured and Medicaid-eligible children younger than
18.
B1.1t despite thousands of
women signing up to be

injected across the nation,
Gardasil is still regarded
skeptically as the end-all
answer for the disease.
"Despite great expecta- _
tions and promising results of
clinical trials, we still lack sufficient evidence of an effective vaccination against cervical cancer," Dr. Charlotte J.
Haug, the editor of the Journal of the Norwegian Medical
Association, wrote in an editorial in The New England
Journal. "With so many
essential questions still unanswered, there is good reason
to be cautious."
Haug points oi.It that the
vaccinations for the disease
have only been studied in
clinical trials for six..and-ahalf years at best. As a result,
researchers are unable to
determine if the vaccine provides lifelong immunity or
whether eliminating some
strains of the virus will leave
the body more i,usceptible to
others.
In a study published in
August on the health and economic implications of HPV
vaccinations in the United
States, The New England Journal of Medicine stated, "The
impact of HPV vac;:cination
on the rate of cervical cancer
will not be observable for
decades; thus, decisions
regarding a vaccination policy will inevitably rely on
studies reporting intermediate outcomes."
The study continues to
address economic costs for
vaccinating various age
groups of women. As the ages
increase, the costs follow the
same pattern.
With the United States in a
recession, it is clear that more
organizations like VOX will
be pressed to offer cheaper
methods of medical vaccina-.
tions for women of all ages.
At ·this point, it is unclear if
legislation will ever be passed
limiting or eliminating the
cost of the Gardasil vaccine.
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Book prices up 62 percent since 1994
FROM

Al

more than used copies of the
previous editions.
.
College textbook prices
has risen at twice the rate of
inflation during the past '20
years, according to a 2005
United States Government
Accountability
Office
(GAO); however, this is at a
lesser rate than the cost of
tuition.
According
to
data
research in a 2008 report
done by the National Association of College Stores, on
average for every dollar a
textbook costs: 32.2 cents ar!;!
spent on manufacturing
books; 15.4 cents are spent by
textbook companies on marketing; 11.7 cents constitute
royalties to the author; 10.9
cents. are dispei.sed to pay
s_tore personnel; 10 cents are
used for taxes paid by the
publisher; 7.3 cents finance
bookstore operations; and
one cent is allocated to
freight expenses.
Missing from this financial pie are the publisher's
income and the bookstore's
income, respectively 7 cents
after tax and 4.5 cents before
tax.
These chunks are small
relative to the whole, but as
the textbook industry funnels hundreds of millions of
doll~s, every piece of the
pie count:;.
Most students look forward to the buyback carupaigns that local bookstores
· use.
But who decides the buyback prices? What constitutes a book in good condi- '
tion or in bad condition? Is it
even worth selling the book
as a buyback?
· The National Association
of College Stores answered
some of these questions in a
pamphlet titled ''Why Aren't
My Used Books · Worth
More?'.' On the cover is a

BOOK.SMARTS
· •Textbook companies have increased
the prices of new books by 62 percent
since 1994.
•Tue actual costs to produce the
finished goods have only increased by
14percent.
• On average, new editions of
textbooks cost approximately 45
percent more than used copies of the
previous editions.

· writing or highlighting or "never."
should appear on the pages
Legislation is
being
and 1;10 pages should be tom passed in Florida to protect
or rmssmg.
college students and b~okIn terms of low buyback , stores from these p~actlces
prices for books that could · by textbook comparues. .
even be right out of the .
The -r:extbook Affordabilwrapper, the NACS parn- i~ Ac~, s1_g ned by ~oy. Charphlet states, "Paying more at lie Cnst m May'. limits pubbuyback [by the hookstore] lishers from selling bundles.
means the store would have
The legislation also stops
to raise the retail prices of publishers from using marused books."
· keting techniques to lure
Some students get stuck pr~fessors into a~signing
with tough deals to swallow therr books and requires that
like
freshman- Alyson bookstores be provided with
Trudeau.
.
all textbook information so
The communication sci- that students may decide to
ences and disorders major take the class· based on the
had to buy a.bundle of three price of the textbook.
textbooks and a resource CD
.The NACS pamphlet also
for $125 because she could proposes five tips for selling
not find a used copy of her your used books: Take .care
textbook on the shelves.
of the books; don~t throw
She said she used only away reusable CDs and
two books of the three and · other materials; don't wait
only received $13 back for too long to sell; newer edi- ,
the unused book and tions are worth more; and
resource CD.
keep textbooks secure in
"I felt ripped off. They case someone tries to steal
were new - books, I went them. .
.
straight from buying them to
Acc~:>rding to. the p~m-·
reselling them back at the phlet, if you sellm_g onlme,
same time, and I felt like an beware of fine-pnnt pracidiot for actually buying the tices.
Some of these include: e: .,
books," Trudeau said.
The SPIRG found that shipping costs; store credit
bundling books with addi- instead of cash; books rejecttional . resource material ed for buyback that remain
drives the cost of books up · unreturned unless you are •
10 percent, on average.
- willing to pay ·retu~n fees;
· Meanwhile, 55 percent of and exaggerated pnces for
the textbooks surveyed were buybacks.
.,
sold only in bundles and
The NACS recommends
were unavailable to students to consumers in a 20_04
a la carte.
report to know the store's
The GAO report stated refund policy and keep all
that the best way to explain receipts.
price in~reases is the growConsumers should al~o
· ing additions of CDs and buy used books and av01d
instructional materials that writing or marking them,
come with textbooks, which unless they are certain that
' publishers are adding due to they will keep it.
.
instructor demand.
If buyers -have an option
However, 65 percent of between a bundle and its
the faculty surveyed in the individual items, . check to
SPIRG's 2004 version of the make sure that all of the
same report said that they books are necessary in the
used bundled items' "rarely" class.

..

seemingly frustrated student
scratching his brow.
·
The prices of buyback
books sold back to the bookstore depend on several variables.
Bookstores have quotas
for used books depending
on which books are assigned
and which ones are no
longer used.
If the book will be used
again, this greatly appreciates the value of the book,
until the bookstore reaches
its quota and the book is
then shipped to a wholesaler
for circulation elsewhere.
"[The buyback price]
depends on the demand for
the book, if people get there
earlier when there's more
demand then they get more
money," forensic sciepce
senior Katria Harper said.
"Teachers should reuse
books instead of ordering
new editions."
According to fliers distributed around campus, the
· UCF Bookstore's policy is to
reimburse up to half the
book's original · value if
indeed the book will be used
again.
Ifthe book is an older edition or out pf print, chances
·are the buyback .request will
be rejected.
_ The books should be in
good condition, meaning no
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NFL PA TO FIGHT AGAINST FIVE
DOPING SUSPENSIONS
.
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forUCF Athletics

MINNEAPOLIS - The NFL Players
Association filed a lawsuit.Thursday to
block five ofthe six player suspensions
for violating the league's anti-doping
policy.
The suit filed infederal court here is
on behalf of Kevin Williams and Pat
Williams ofthe.Minnesota Vikings,and
Charles Grant, Deuce McAllister and Will
Smith of the New Orleans Saints.
The five players were suspended for
four games for testing positive for the
banned diuretic bumetanide, which can
be used as a masking agent for
steroids.The drug was in a dietary supplement, Star<aps,that did not list the
diuretic as an ingredient.
, In the lawsuit, the NFLPA alleges
both the NFL-appointed doctor and the
NFL lawyer who administer the league's
steroids policy knew the supplement
contained the banned drug but never
'advised the players. It alleges they
breached their duty to the players and
endangered their physical well-being.

are

POLICE INVESTIGATE PIERCE'S
ROLE IN BURRESS CASE

EAST RUTHERFORD,NJLinebacker Antonio Pierce called a New
York Giants trainer almost immediately
after Super Bowl hero Plaxico Burress
accidentally shot himselfand wastold
where to take the wounded receiver.
Aday after suspending Burress for
conduct detrimental to the team, the
Giants on Wednesday revealed key
details about how Burress ended up at
New York-Presbyterian Hospital/Weill
Cornell Medical Center early Saturday
after acddeotally shooting himself at a
Manhattan.nightdub.
.J
And the New York Post reported
Thursday that Pierce will<ooperate and ·
testify before a Manhattan grand jury
about the incident
Burress has been charged with
illegal weapons possession,a felony
that requires a mandatory minimum 3?
years and a maximum of 15 years in ·
prison if convicted.
Earlier Wednesday, Coughlin said
there's no need to consider potential
punishment of Pierce right now.
_ The team fined and suspended
Burress for four games, the rest ofthe
regular sea~n,Tuesday.The Giants also
placed him on the reserve non-football
injury list, which means he won't be
back for the playoffs.

GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT
-COOKING AT HOME

THEY DONTWANTYOUR CHARITY

The Knights are 20-4 in non-conference home games since the 2006-07 season.

The Bulls are ranked 316 out of 330 Division-Itea.ms in free-throw percentage (58.4).

PRAISE JESUS

OFF TARGET

USF guattl Jesus Verdejo leads the Bulls in points and 3-pointfield goals.

UCF _is shooting just 38.6 percent from the floor this season, worst in Conference USA.
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Kfilghts lose fifth consecutive game
ALLEN LEVIN
StaffWriter

TOP-RANKED TAR HEELS
DESTROY MICHIGAN STATE

•

•

l :
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DETROIT - North Carolina appears
destined to play at Ford Reid again in
the 2009 Rnal Four.The only way
Michigan State looks like it'll be there is
with tickets.
Tyler Hansbrough had 25 points and
11 rebounds, leading the top-ranked
Tar Heels in a 913-{53 win over the 13thranked Spartans on Wednesday night
The way the top-ranked Tar !-!eels
(8--0) are rolling, it will take quite an
. upset or injury woes to keep them
awayfrom college basketball's
showcase event in the Motor Crty.
North Carolina won its first seven ·
games by an average of nearly 30
points
''They're definitely one ofthe best1
teams I've seen in my 25 years at
Michigan State,"lzzo said.
North Carolina's Wayne Ellington
scored 13 of his 17 points in the first
half when Michigan State was still
contesting the outcome.Ty Lawson had
17 points,eight assists and seven steals
and Deon Thompson added 10 points
and seven rebounds.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

As we've reached the end .
of yet- another semester, I
know there is only one matter
on th~ minds of every UCF
student: When does next
semester begin?
•
Yeah, forget winter break.
Like an am./p.m., there's just
too much good stuff surrounding UCF Athletics right
now. It's not all positive, but
all of it will make for an interesting spring, -t o.say the least.
· Right now, men's baske~ball is embarking upon one of
. its most uncertain seasons .
ever. The -Knights can win at
The Pit in New Mexico, an,d
then tum around and lose by
more than 30 t0 Ole Miss. · .
WJ.'th eight players who
new to the college basketball
landscape, no one is exactly
sure how they will react in
pressure situations against
Conference US.A'.s better
·teams. And head coach Kirk
Speraw i~ realistic that this
team isn't going to suddenly
come together overnight; he
has said it's going to take at
least a couple of months for
everything to gel.
That might possibly make
the Jan. IO meeting against No. ·
18 Memphis at home really ·
ugly, but again, we don't know
how the majority of this team. ·
will react to such a challenge.,
It's going to continue to be,
an up-and-down year for the
Knights. Much like football;
the amount of youth· wiH;:
cause ·the squad to be ve{Y
ipconsistent. But those da~,
will blend in with exciting,
glimpses of the team's future,.._'
In February, UCF Baseball:
will begin the Terry. Rooriey;
era At his introductory press.
conference, Rooney said -all
·the right things, showing the
passion tha,t, made him such:
an attractive hire.
The team is in serious,
need 'o f positive news .
a·
fatelift after the dismissal of
Jay· Bergman, so can Rooney
'):>ring it? He brought in his
own staff, and his LSU background should bring jn the
type of players that will help
the Knights finally compete in
C-USA But it will talce ·some
time. Rooney knows what
kind of ball he wants to play
- speedy and scrappy with
100 percent effort - but he'll
need a couple of years to get
·his own players into the prograp1.
· On the field, the Knights'
chances this year will be
helped out by the return of
two stars who spent molit of .
last season injured: Kiko
Vazquez and Jaager Good.

.

CRIMSON TIDE 67 IKNIGHTS 53

NEWS TO NOTE

Playing in their its consecutive road
NUT FAR OUT
game, the UCF Women's Basketball team
The
Knights Jank 323rd out of 328 teams in Division
lost its fifth consecutive game of the seaone
in 3-point field goals per game.They are
son Wednesday night to host Alabama
averaging just 1.7 per contest.
67-53. .
The loss put the Knights (1-6) at 0-5
UP NEXT
away from home, as they played in their
The
Knights will meet up with the Eagles of Florida
. fourth road game on a six-game road trip.
Gulf
Coast University. FGCU has WOJJ three
The Knights played strong early, talcconsec~ve games and is 4-1 this season.
ing a 25-24 lead futo the half against a the
Crimson Tide (5-2) squad at Coleman
Coliseum: But, poor shooting and foul .
trouble to key players ultimately doomed
FQl' the second consecutive game, the
UCF.
· Knights were outrebounded by their
The Knights shot a meager 29.2 peropponents, which is only the second time
cent for the game. The Tide shot 15-of-34
this season that has occurred. The Tide
in the second half to finish the game
held a 54-52 edge on the gfass, with ·
sllooting 33.8 percent.
Daleisha Carn grabbing 13 of them.
· In addition to th~ horrible field goal
Although the Knights saj'fered fr9m
percentage, the Knights got limited minpoor shooting, they were able to muster a
utes . from their leading scorer and
29-28 lead with 16:13 remaining in regularebounder, Emma Cannon. Cannon
tion, but Alabama was able to go on to an
played ' just 18 minutes and fouled out
8-1 run to talce the lead. UCF never led
early in the second hal£ The sophomore
again, and its comeback bid was cut short
MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE
. picked up three fouls in 5 minutes in the UCF guard Chelsie WileyAMANDA
due to its-cold shooting.
·
led the Knights with 11 points
finalhal£
The Knights weren't able to score for ·
during their loss to Alabama on Wednesday night.
Sophomore guard Chelsie Wtley led
almost 3 1/2 minutes late in the second
,ucF in scoring with 11 points,including
Alabama's Ericka Russell was one of half: in which their opponents were able .
going 3-of-6 from beyond 3-point line. three players to reach double figures for to increase the lead out of the Knights
She also chipped in five rebounds. Fresh- the Crimson.Tide with her game-leading reach.
man ·Aisha Patrick had an all-around 14 points. She also had three blocks.
The team will look to rebound when it
good game, posting 10 points, nine Courtney Strauthers had 13 points, and travels to Fort Myers and faces Florida ·
boards, four assists and four steals.
Gulf Coast at 1 p.m. on Sunday afternoon.
Camilla Blands chipped in 11 points.

and

PLEASE S(E

O'LEARY ON A8

· GREGORY TTRRITO/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Kiko Vazquez, who missed most of last
season, is back healthy for UCF Baseball.
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Trio of guards lead Bulls
FROM A7

RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF'Football head coach George O'Leary walks off the field after the Knights' season-ending loss to UAB on Saturday. Despite rumors
thaf he might resign or retire, O'Leary said Tuesday tha_t he has no intentions of quitting. O'Leary has 7 years left on his UCF contract.

O'Leary says he will not quit
FROM A7

Vazquez was seen as one
of the nation's top play:ers
before breaking his wrist in
the preseason and missing 40
games. Good was the Knights'
staff ace before an arm injury
ended his season after just
five starts. Full seasons fro,m
both of them would obviously
help the Knights.
UCF Softball is the reigning C-USA champion. The
· Knights return · a ton of
starters but have lost a Kevin
Smith-like player from the
progi;am in pitcher Allison
Kime, who has graduated.
Kime was arguably the
best player in program history
and holds 11 caree.r pitching
records .at UCF. The Knights
will try to .fill her spot with
· the likes of Ashleigh Cole,
Lexi Greshman and Diana
Rojas, who is a contributing
writer for the Future.

Th~ will do their best, but O'Leary· as coach - to go
it remains to be seen if yet along with player controveranother UCF program is sies off the field But O'Leary's
brought down due to the stated his desire to stay at
departure of on.:: player.
UCF on Tuesday when he
And then, ah yes, there's said, "One thing, if people
football. It's never that far know me, is I don't leave
· away, · even when the fans things undone."
There are plenty of loose
would like it to be - like right
ends to .tie for tl_J.e Knights,
now.
There is always news on such as figuring what to do
the football front. Recruiting with the qmµterbacks, replacis underway. Head coach ing fo1,1r starting defensive
George O'Leary didn't make a backs and putting some life.
commitment to change the into an offense that was the
coaching staff, is not consid- nation's worst in 2008.
ering retirement or resigning
Reading into O'Leary's
·from his post, despite rumors previous comments, offensive
to the contrary.
coordinator Tim Salem i~
But everything O'Leary probably going to lose his job.
does will be heavily scruti- Besides that, anyone's guess is
nized. While he has won two . worth a shot.
· All of this will be settled in
regular season division titles
• and gotten UCF into the Lib- the coming months, so take'
erty Bowl, he may be on.a bit your break, but come back
of thin ice after the Knights' ready for one of the most
latest losing season - their compelling spring semesters
third in five years with in UCF Athletics history.

the Bulls, UCF head coach
Kirk Speraw knows that this
. year's team won't harp on
records of the past.
"I think we are more on
equal footing now than we
ever have been in the past,"
Speraw said. "Certainly in the
past, it was not two schools on
different growth patterns. We
are closer now than we have
been, but this team is about
this team. I don't think we can
look back . in years past,
because it doesn't have any
relevance to what this year's
team is about."
What does have relevance
for this weekend's game is the
players the Knights will be
facing. USF (3-1) brings three
solid guards in Dominique
Jones, -fesus Verdejo and Chris
Howard into the matchup.
Jones is averaging 16 points
per game so far this season
aftet having a br,eakout rookie
season last year. In the game
against UCF last season, Jones
lit up the Knights' defense for
30 points. It's a ·night. Young
remembers very well.
"I remember [him] from
last year," Young said.
"Dominique, he probably had
30 points last year against us
as a freshman. He took the
ball to the hoop well and shot
it pretty well."
Verdejo and Howard will
· al,so _lJOse as problems for the
UCF defense. Verdejo is averaging 17.6 points per game and
Howard is averaging 9.4 coming into Saturday. Both are
also shooting more than 40
percent from the field and can
hit the long range shot. Speraw knows just how wellrounded they all are.
"They have got three out-·
standing guards in Jones,
Verd~o and Howard," Speraw
said "Those guys really know
how to play the game. They
can handle it, pass it. They are
physical and strong. They are
well rounded guards." ·

,.

.. j.

AMANDA MOORE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

U~F;s Jermaine Taylor scored 20 points in the team's last meeting with.South Florida.

Despite the team as a
The Knights will finally
play on their home court for whole shooting a poor perthe first time since their home centage during the road trip,
opener on Nov.16, where they Speraw knows that's one of
: defeated North Carolina A&T the keys to beating USF on
81-62. It comes after playing Saturday. The Bulls are holdfive c.o nsecutive games on the ing teams to just 51.5 points
road, including long trip to per game this season while
Cancun, Mexico. The travel- the Knights average 63.7 as a
ing st:frted to take a toll on the team, so VCF must shoot the
players, especially the young ball better to have a chance to
beat their rival this weekend.
ones.
"We aren't shooting the ·
Freshman guard A.J.
Rompza started out the. road ball very well, and I don't
trip averaging 10.5 points in know why," Speraw said 'We ·
the first two games, but didn't have good shooters, and we
score more than three points have been getting pretty good
in the · remaining contests. shots, we just aren't knocking
Freshman guard Isaac Sosa them in the basket." .
The .Knights hope feeding
struggled shooting during the
trip, going 15-of-33 from the off the fan energy will help
field, which was padded by knock some shots down. In
pis game ·against San Diego , their only game in Orlando
State, in which he shot 8-of-12. this season, the Knights
For many of the freshmen, it scored 81 points. They have
was tough adjusting to the only scored more than 70
hectic schedule ,of playing on once during the road trip and
hope that a large crowd will
the road.
"I t:hi.nI<- it really started to help UCF erase a nine-game
we.,__ 0n our younger guys losing streak against the rivals
who didn't know how to han- from Tampa
"Certainly, our students
dle the travel," Speraw said.
"Everythjng we ,.J.o is new to can affect our performance in
them and certainly "bei,ng basketball than any /other
gone that long and having that sport," Speraw said "They do
many games in a row on the . give our guys a huge lift, and
road, as you look back on it, they can have a great effect_on
you c;an _see we kind of wore the outcome of this basketball
down a little bit."
game."
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JIMMY TO GO®
CATERING

•

BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!
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DELIVERY ORDERS wili include a delivery
charge of 25c per item (•/- lOc).
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FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLY)

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato, mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil&. vinegar. and oregano .

\. .

-W E DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD.

927 BEVILLE RD.

2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD.

11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

4000 CENTRAL FLORIDA BLVD.

1340 ORANGE AVE.

386.304.0104

386.304.7740

386.253.2811

407.275.5911

407.882.2222

407.644.0055

PORT ORANGE

SOUTH DAYTONA

DAYTONA BEACH

ORLANDO

ORLANDO

WINTER PARK

"YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOI-IN'S!''®
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Concrete sutfers ::clash with Policy g
,.

Skateboarders seek freedom and safe terrain
CHRISTINE HARPER
Staff Writer

•
•

••

Amusement at the misery of others, Ave. Q
WHITNEY HAMRICK
Variety Editor

•

For those graduating in the near
future, wondering about the state of the
economy and what to do with the piece
of paper known as a diploma, well, guess
what, it sucks to be you.
Graduates will find out what to do
with a bachelor's in arts degree in English. which is nothing. Graduates will be
forced to seek their purpose in life and
struggle with relationships and use of
Internet porn.
But it's OK; ever enjoy a bout of
schadenfreude - amusement at the misery of others? The soon-to-be graduating
class now has the opportunity to provide
such a service for everyone whose graduation is still pending. The graduated
will have their useless degrees and will
have no place to live from Avenue A to
Avenue P, but, what-do-ya-know, there's
an affordable (as in cheap), rundown
apartment available on Avenue Q.
Seth Rettberg, a dance captain, puppet
captain, ensemble member of the traveling cast of Avenue Q, operates as a stand
in for all the male parts. and is in charge
of the choreography and puppet work.
Rettberg has been with the cast for
the past year and a half and understands
what it's like to be a graduate fresh out of
college, trying to make it in the big wide
world of adulthood
'Mer high school, I decide, much to
my parent's dismay, that I wanted to go
to college to study theater, and I did,"
Rettberg said "I went to the University
of Cincinnati at the college of the conservatory of music and I graduated in 2006
with a B.FA in musical theater.
''From there I moved to New York
and started auditioning and slept on my
friend's couches and moved from apartment to apartment and basically tried to
make a go of it."
The brainchild of Robert Lopez and
Jeff Marx, Avenue Q is the winner of
three Tony Awards, including the best
musical in 2004, has made its debut at
the Bob Car Performing Arts Centre and
will until Dec. 7. It features such songs as
"It Sucks to Be Me," "What to do with a
BA. in English?" "The Internet is for
Porn" and "Schadenfreude."
Avenue Q takes on the Sesame Street
model and applies puppetry to adult situations. Adult situations, as in, if one is
easily offended by off-kilter blue humor,
then don't see this musical
"Part of the reason why [Avenue Q] is
so wildly successful is that it takes a format that we are all so familiar with that being children's television - and
makes it tangible to an adult audience,"
Rettberg said "It's a fun surprise for all
the people who come to see all of these
childhood characters acting and behaving like adults and dealing with adult
issues and sort of trying to make a go
of it in the world. It tends to be a lot
of fun for a range of age groups."
Here on Avenue Q, graduates will
learn knew truths about their person. such as, "Everyone's A Little
Bit Racist," "You Can Be as Loud
as the Hell You Want (When
You're Makin' Love)" and "If You
Were Gay."

REEMA DESAI / CENTRAt FLORIDA FUTURE

Afinal bow for Avenue Q's opening, Dec. 2, at the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Center shows to continue through Dec. 7.

"Avenue Q kind of explores the whole
problem age of your young 20s and trying to figure out what you're supposed to
do with your life," Rettberg said. "I know
from my experience, graduating and having to go from temp job to temp job, having to sleep on friends' couches and not
being able to afford an apartment, you
know, couch surfing basically. I very
much understand what so many people
right now, those who are graduating, are
going through right now, especially with
the job market pretty much at zero."
The company The Lyon Puppets,
owned by Rick Lyon, designed all the
puppets for the play. He also performed
as Trekkie Monster and Nicky as part of
the original cast of Avenue Q.
According to the Playbill's Who's
Who, Lyon is "a puppeteer and designer
with more than 25 years of professional
experience in television, film and theater, Rick gratefully acknowledges the
inspiration and encouragement of the
late Jim Henson and is proud to have
supplied all the puppets for the production of Avenue Q on Broadway, in London, Las Vegas and now the national
tour."
Show times at the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre are Saturday at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m. and on Sunday at 1 p.m. and
6:30 p.m. Ticket prices range from $123
to $192.
"I can assure you that it will be
money well spent to come see the show,
because you will buy your laughter it's a
really really funny show," Rettberg said.
"Especially with how things as they are
in the world right now and everything, I
think it's a good thing to give yourself
the opportunity to laugh every once in a
while."

Walking across UCF's campus, it's hard not to notice the
growing number of students
riding around on skateboards.
For some students, skateboarding is just another form of
transportation. a way of traveling from the Business Building
to the Student Union in half the
time.
But for other students, like
the The Lords of O-Town, an
unofficial skateboarding club,
skateboarding is a full-blown
passion, and a way to relieve
some of the extra stress that
goes along with being a college
student.
"It's a break from homework," said Daniel Walker, a junior computer science major and
skateboarder,
But while skateboarding can
be a fun way to get around campus, it can also be dangerous, for
both skateboarders and non- ,
skateboarders.
According to the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission. about 26,000 people are
treated in emergency rooms
every year for skateboardrelated injuries.
"Sprains, fractures, contusions· and abrasions are the
most common types of injuries.
Deaths due to collisions with
cars and from falls also are
reported," the report stated
Jon Swan, a senior history
major and two-year skateboarder said he encountered a neardeath experience while riding
his longboard across campus
one day.
Swan said he was riding his
skateboard on a sidewalk near
the Central Boulevard and
Alafaya Trail entrance into the
university when his skateboard
collided with an uneven and
sandy part of the sidewalk,
which sent both Swan and his
skateboard a couple of feet into
theak
According to Swan, his $150
skateboard landed directly onto
the busy intersection. and was
crushed by on-coming traffic.
Luckily, Swan said he wasn't
seriously injured by the accident, but still had to keep his

arm in a sling for a week.
To this day, Swan said his
shoulder still hasn't fully recov- -~
ered and it prevents him from •
riding his skateboard around ~
campus.
,,
But while Swan admits that ,
he wasn't paying as much atten- "'-'
tion as he should have the day of ,;.
the accident, he said UCF ...
should do its part to prevent
skateboarding accidents by
repaving some of its cracked •
. sidewalks.

.

"I feel like
[UCF] doesn't do anything," ., '
Swan said ·~d so many people ~~
use [skateboards] to get around because the campus is so big."
·
However, it isn't likely that the school will improve skate- ""
boarding conditions, especially
when most of the school's rules
regarding skateboarding on campus are against it.
According to Amber Silvia of the UCF Police Department,
any student riding a skateboard
on campus must adhere to
Florida traffic laws. This means that tricks and stunts are not
allowed on campus, partly
because of safety issues and :
partly because of the potential
damage to school property.
Additionally, there is a spe- cial section in the Golden Knight
Handbook that outlines proce- ~
dures and protocols for skate- boarders, in-line skaters and ..
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Will your wardrobe ~make the job cut? .--..
MARY CRISTOBAL
Staff Writer

Fashion is not only a statement of personality, but also
professionalism. Students at
UCF begin to translate their
style from leisure to the realnJ.
of9to5.
A hard-earned 'W.' from a
test is also a hard-earned shirt
for Keith Spencer a former
writer with the Future, a sophomore and political science
major. Spencer is a selfdescribed fashion savvy kindof-guy who likes to reward
himself through shopping
when he does well in a test. He
describes his personal style as
business casual
"My whole motivation
behind [my personal style], I
feel that college and the university is really our rehearsal
for the real world: the dress
rehearsal," said Spencer in his
brown corduroy blazer. "So I
feel that if I get a good jumpstart, you'd know what to wear,
what's appropriate, so it makes
it easier [to transcend into
business attire]."
Spencer said his fashion
inspirations are 1-.: p-hop mogul
Sean "Diddy" Corul:>s and R&B

singer John Legend.
UCF's hallways and walkways have been catwalked
with skinny and straightlegged jeans, leggings, sweat
pants and also pajamas, which
needs to be put to sleep once
it's time for business attire. But
some students say they would
still want to keep their personal style when it comes to transcending into business attire.
"I like to dress up," said
Mariana de Castro, a freshman
and political science major,
who spent her summers in
Spain, where her father is
from. "So, for exaxnple, Europeans, they dress up really well
to go to class. They take their
appearance r eally seriously.
You're your product, so you
have to sell yourself in a nice
way."
Mike Senejoa, a sophomore
and electrical engineering
major, shares his fashion inspiration, which is vintage '60s
and '70s, with friends Drew
Daniels, a junior and economics major and Jessica Wolff, a
junior and art history major.
"I put myself as cut-andpaste, different things from difPLEASE SEE
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ONLINE COVERAGE
Cultural Pop
by Kris Kelly
Christmas is Thanksgiving plus free
stuff, so what's the point of
Thanksgiving, anyway?

Quick Rix
by William Goss
Reviews ofJCVD - a Jean -Claude
Van Damme movie about Jean
Claude Van Damme playing himself,
Punisher: War lone, Nobel Son and
Cadillac Records.

/

Goodbye and Good luck
by Whitney Hamrick
Variety Editor ends tenure and
provide~ farewell address.

For more on these stories go to

www.UCFNews.com

MOVIETIMES

Facebook: the death of healthy relationships
One of my friends called me
the other day crying.
''He has a new girl," she said
The ''he" she was referring
to was her ex-boyfriend ''How
do you know?'' I asked
"I saw pictures of them on
Facebook"
Ah, Facebook That sneaky,
so-called "social networking''
site has transformed relationships as we once knew them.
Gone are the days of ignorant
bliss, where your ex drops off
your radar after a break-up.
Now, thanks to Facebook, you
can learn every detail of what's
going on in their lives, from
which parties they're "attending'' to the moment they seal
the deal with someone else and
announce those three little
words to the world: "in a relationship."
Nothing is sacred anymore.

BILLIE HARTL
Staff Writer

I've heard some Facebook
relationship horror stories. A
friend of mine knew her
boyfriend's password and
found out he was cheating on
her through a series of private
messages he sent to some random chick. She printed out all
of the messages individually
and showed up at his door. She
handed him the stack without
saying a word and coldy walked
away. All of my friends myself included - have pro-

cured at least one boyfriend's or
ex-boyfriend's password at
some point, if only to quell any
fears ofinfidelity we were experiencing. Some may call this
psychotic. I call it being prepared, because in my case it
turned out to be true.
But don't blame Facebook,
girls. It's these sneaky current or
former boyfriends who have
exploited the site to their full
advantage ... and a few sneaky
ex-girlfriends as well
I don't think it's a coincidence when your new
boyfriend's ex-girlfriend calls
him two whole days after you
make your relationship "Facebook official," when they hadn't
talked since they broke up
months before. Apparently girls
- excuse me, she-devils - can
be just as manipulative as the
boys are.

Even two people in a seemingly perfect relationship can
have their tiffs because of Facebook We've all seen the infamous bumper sticker, "If you
loved me, you would say it on
my Facebook wall." It's funny
how many couples I know have
had arguments because of this
insignificant, childish issue.
In a world based on appearances, it seems we all want to
keep up the facade of being in a
perfect relationship, even ifsaid
relationship is prettier on the
outside than underneath the
surface.
Dont get me wrong- Facebook can have its advantages,
too. When you meet your devastatingly handsome Prince
Charming, you can post photos
ofthe two ofyou smooching for
all of your exes to see and
obnoxiously update your status

every five minutes proclaiming
how ridiculously in love you
are. You can dedicate songs to
each other, send each other
gifts, write the story of your
love affair in your "about me"
section.
Hell, you can even tag each
other in your sex tape ifyou feel
like waiting the 20 minutes for it
to upload Of course, these
things will all be there when
you break up, so be careful what
you post
There is a solution to all this
cyber pain. As I tried to calm
my crying friend over her exbeau and this mystery girl, I
gave her my best piece of advice
when it comes to dealing with
Facebook after a break-up.
"You just need to block him,"
I told her. "He won't see you,
you won't see him, and you
both will live happily ever after."
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Board at your own risk
FROM

Courtesy Lionsgate

PUNISHER: WAR ZONE (R}
Waging his one-man war on the world of
organized crime, ruthless vigilante-hero
Frank Castle sets his sights on overeager
mob boss Billy Russoti. After Russoti is
left horribly disfigured by Castle, he sets
out for vengeance under his new alias:
Jigsaw. With the»PunisherTask Force" hot
on his trail and the FBI unable to take
Jigsaw in, Frank must stand up to the
formidable army that Jigsaw has
recruited before more of his evil deeds go
unpunished.
Directed br. Lexi Alexander
Starring: Ray Stevenson, Dominic West, Doug

Hutchinson, Colin Salmon, Wayne Knight, Dash
Mihok, Julie Benz

A9

scooters on campus.
According to the code of
conduct, students are not
allowed to skateboard in or
around building structures, or
on streets and are prohibit
skateboarding in parking
garages.
The Lords of 0-Town meet
about once a week to skateboard inside of UCF's parking
garages. The club sometimes
switches the time and location
of the meetings to avoid confrontation with the UCF police
department
Sheldon Jacobson, wlio is
also the Florida sales representative for Rayne Longboards, a
specialty skateboarding shop
based out of Vancouver, said
that he has already been reprimanded by the university police
department several times for
skateboarding inside of parking
garages.
Jacobson also said that he
understands the university's
reasoning behind the rule sys-

tern and that he doesnt consider the school liable for his own
actions.
'We're aware of the rules,"
Jacobson said "If we could sign
waivers, we would We skate at
our own risk"
As to the safety issue concerning skateboarding inside of
parking garages, Jacobson said
there has been only one accident in the past two years since
his involvement with the club.
He also said that the skateboard club members do everything in their power to promote
safety awareness about helmets
and knee pads.
But for die-hard skateboarders, there is only one motto to
live by: no pain, no gain.
Walker continues to skateboard even though he has suffered a fractured rib, bruised
knees and tom skin, none of
which prevents him from pursuing skateboarding as a form
of recreation and transportation.
''The pain isn't that big of a
deal," Walker said

CADILLAC RECORDS (R}
An English aristocrat inherits an Australian
ranch the size ofMaryland. When English cattle barons plot to take her land, she reluctantly joins forces with a rough-hewn cattle driver to drive 2,000-head of cattle across
hundreds of miles of the country's most
unforgiving)and, only to still face the bombing ofDarwin by the Japanese forces that had
attacked Pearl Harbor only months ea~ier.
Directed by: Darnell Martin
Starring: Adrien Brody, Beyonce Knowles, Jef-

frey Wright, Columbus Short, Emmanuelle
Chriqui, Cedric the Entertainer, Tammy Blanchard, Nonnan Reedus, Gabrielle Union, Mos Def

. . ., .c!JJ:tJijJM
and Race Book

(R) 12:2S 3:057:3010:1512:55am

NobelSon
(R) 1:454:307:4010:20

Punisher.War Zone
(R) 12:40 5:107:5010:45

Austraria
(PG-13) 12:454:407:209:4011:20

Four Christmases
(PG-13) 12:30 1:SO 2:40 4:00 S:00 5:30 6:50 7:4S 8:lS
9:2010:0S 10:SO 11:4S 12:3Sam
Open Captioned Showtimes
1:10

NEED A Giff?
WE HAVE Giff CERTIFICATES
& CASH VOUCHERS
cuve Jai-Alai Jan. 1st thru Mar. 29th)
This Ad Good

Transporter 3

For 1 Free Program
(Any Performance)

(PG-13) 12:101:402:50 4:20 5:20 6:55 8:0S 9:30
10:4012:05am

Bolt
(PG) 12:351:30 3:00 4:05 5:25 8:00 10:25

Bolt in Disney Digital 3D
(PG) O~ney Oigitll 3D Showtimes
12:00 2:2S 4:50 7:25 9:50 12:30am

Twilight

•
•

~: .
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,
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(PG-13) 12:201:25 3:104:2S 6:40 7:35 9:3510:35
12:40am

Quantum of Solace
(PG-13) 1:35 2:15 4:10 4:55 6:4S 8:10 9:4S 10:SS

CHECK_OUT OUR , '·t

12:25am

The Boy in the Striped Pajamas
(PG-13) 2:0S 4:45 7:10 10:10 12:45am

Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa
(PG) 12:lS 1:202:35 4:35 7:05 9:2512:00am

-~~

CLASSIFIEDS

RoleModels
(R) 12:05 2:45 S:157:5S 10:301:00am

Zack and Miri Make a Pomo
(R) 7:lS 9:55

p- listingsfor Friday, Dec. S

Place and_view ads online anytime at:

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

What to wear for success
FROM

A9

ferent stores," Senejoa said.
"If it looks cool I'll put it on ...
thrift store or whatever."
Jason Smith, a senior cinema studies major, said he has
a horrible habit of buying vintage ties that he doesn't need
Smith said that if he has to
wear a suit, he would wear a
bright shirt and tie.
''Right now, I'm very into
the early '90s," said Jasen
Smith, a senior cinema studies major, while his grunge
plaid button down peeks out
of his vintage hoodie. "Some
of my friends dress similar to
me, some of my friends will
borrow my clothes, [and]
they'll wear it in a completely
different way than I would
wear it."
When it comes to professional, suits are the obvious
way to go.
"If students are buying a
suit for the first time, I'd
advice them to stay within

their budget and purchase the
best suit they can afford," said
Katherine C. Read, assistant
director for employer relations at UCF Career Services.
''You are marketing a product - yourself - to a potential employer," Read said.
"The first thing an employer
notices when meeting you is
your attire, your handshake
and how you introduce yoursel£ In this tough job market,
you're always looking for any
competitive edge. There's a
saying, 'Dress for the job you
want, not the one you have,'
that really holds true:•
Is a suit the way to go?
"I think that you can apply
your own unique style to
business-appropriate attire,"
Wolff said.
"I wouldn't mind the
whole suit thing," Senejoa
said "I wouldn't mind wearing a suit for my job and then
on my off time, I'd dress however I want. If I had the
money to spend on a suit, I'd

probably get a really cool
trendy suit [with] some slim , ,
fit pants."
•1
Daniels said he plans to go
to graduate school and
become an economics profes- < (
sor.
"Transcending [my style]
is not gonna come anytime
soon to me," Daniels said. ei ~
''You don't have to wear suits
tu class or whatnot. You can
:rtill have your own personal ~
style in a classroom as a
teacher."
Spencer may have not
attended any job or intern- 1' ~
ship fairs hosted by UCF, but
he knows the importance of
first impression.
'½. person can really devell
op what kind of conclusions
about the type of person you
are by the way you carry
yourself," Spencer said. . ,·
"Sometimes what comes out
of your mouth afterward is
the icing on the cake to tight- ~
en opinion they put together
1,
on you."
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

•'
••

••

••
•

PAYMENT METHODS

VISA, MC, AMEX, Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

••
••

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

200 For Rent: Homes
22S For Rent: Apartments

B
B

2S0 Roommates
27S Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

A

A
B

RATES
~

32S For Sale: Automotive
3S0 For Sale: General
37S For Sale: Pets
400 Services
S00 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Wotship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

B
A
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BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
All students - Part/Full time work
Interview & start after Winter Break
$8/hour plus bonuses
Work will be done on local golf courses
Must be friendly and outgoing
Call Chris for details: 330-962-9873
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com

Distribution Drivers Wanted!
Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Morning routes 5:30am - 7:30am
Personal vehicle required, truck or
SUV preferred. Base pay + mileage.
· Earn $10+ per hr. E-mail:
JosephC@KnightNewspapers.com or
call Jo at 407-447-4555 ext. 211
Make up to $75 per online survey Help companies do market research by
taking online surveys. www.CashToSpend.com
Valet parking attendants needed
during winter break. $10-$13/hr. PT
days and evenings, flex hrs.
·Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Coffeehouse Concierge
Now Hiringl All shifts are available.
We offer a laid back atmosphere with
flexible hours and in-store music.
Competitive pay and a college
course reimbursement program.
http://medialogicfl .com ?76830

B
A

B
B
B
B

I

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Spring Marketing Internship
Available! Flex hours (10-15/week).
Great experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
Trishal@KnightNewspapers.com.

••

..
•

Wanted:Web Designer-HTML a mustcopy writing/creative writing exp a big
plus. Work onsite in St Cloud
Call Don 407-346-1663 or email
resume to don@car12.com

.,.,

Bartenders Needed Now
PT/FT No experience necessary.
321-274-1101
Florida Bartenders Association/Agency

Selling Something? With our 85%
success rate, it's as good as gone! To
place an ad call 407-447-4555 or logon
www.knightnewspapers.com/classifieds

NOW HIRING

,. •

Resident Manager

••
Located Near Campus
t--------1
_ 407-679-2700 _

www.workforstudents.com

Looking for a responsible,
enthusiastic student with a clean
driving record. Position offers free
room & board with pay.
Management experience preferred.
- --E-mail resume to cviuef-@aol.rom
-or- Contact Philip at 407 .781.3405
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M onday p uzzle:
Easy level

-
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Wednesday p uzzle:
M edium level
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Puzzles by Pappocom

Fill in the grid so
t hat every row,
column and 3x3
box contains t h e
d igit s 1 t hrough 9
w ith no rep eat s.

i

'j

2

Sublease needed for a 1 room in a 4/2
house located 5 min from UCF in a
nice gated community off Rouse Rd.,
jacuzzi, big kitchen , laundry, cable and
internet. Available mid December. Call
Bryan @ 407-592-1662

$J.3

!

8

Room for rent at the Lofts. 3/3,
furnished, W/0. F roommates. Clean,
Quiet. $580/mon. All util. Incl. Avail
January. Call Natalie 786-556-1618

$}9

$9

l

6 7

4 5

Friday puzzle:
Hard /eve/

19

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

For sale! 3/2 2 car garage. Large
fenced backyard, spacious living
room, tile, nice community! 9205
Tango Ct. Orlando, FL 32817. Call
407-948-8409 Good price!

3br/3.5ba 2 car garage, 1704
sq.ft townhouse in Avalon Park.
Each bdrm has private full bath.
Washer/Dryer included. Avail Asap.
$1495 incl water.Call Rick 407-3016037

Beautiful, MUST See!!
4/2.5 home Two Story, fans, 2 acres.
$1500/mo. 407-430-5287
or 813-362-1344
Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes & townhomes
3 , 4 & 5 bdrm $1 ,215 & up. Yard Incl.
Individual Leases Avail.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

1 Checked out

6 Shake up
9 Numbers game
14 At the right
moment
15 Cycle starter?
16 Puccini work
17 Christian's
frocks
18 Carried out
. 19 Underdog's
victory
20 Living security
choice
22 Yeas and nays
23 Lampoon
24 Draws closer
26 Willingly,
poetically
28 Took by force
32 Clear tables
35 Stain
38 Big stink
39 Stage whisper
41 Final trio
42 Pulls apart
43 Olin or Horne
44 _ de Bergerac
46 Scope out
47 Put into
circulation
49 Campus mil. org .
51 Neon and xenon
54 Bow of greeting
58 Hikers' routes
61 Squash or bean
63 Drop off
64 The mind's I?
65 C ircle around
66 Fend off
67 Be penitent
68 Movie
Superman
69 Has the lead
70 Thumbs up
71 Eyelid woes

TOWNHOUSE FOR SALE by Owner.
$115,000. 2 bed, 2.5 bath in Placid
Lake Townhomes (Sanford/Lk Mary
area). Appliances Incl. (407)766-2592.
3/2 Home FORECLOSURE!
Only $ 17,000! This home won't last !
For Listings 800-366-9783 x 8904

~ FOR SALE:

CW Automotive
Toyota Camry 1998, 128K miles, 5
spd, Good cond., $3500, 954-802-8810

MUST SEE!!!
2bd/2.5ba fully renovated townhome in
Cambridge Circle italian tile throughout
all appliances incl. $1000 deposit
$800/mo 407-416-8369
2/1.5 Townhomes. Walking distance to
UCF. $700/mo. $500 Security. Half
Month FflEE rent. All units have W/D,
nest & clean, 1OOOsf.
Call Jim 407-592-3801
3/2 house for rent at 1116 Twin Rivers
Blvd. 10 min from UCF $1200/month
- plus utilties negotiable. can l!na at 407365-8976 or 407-310-3584
3/2 Townhome for rent. W/D. Great
Location. Remodeled. $975/mo. $1000
Deposit. No credit check. Near UCF.
904-864-7784 or 904-359-1179
Very Spacious 3/2 Condo off Dean Rd.
Close to UCF/ 408. Walk in Closets,
Scrnd balcony, grilling area.' Pool,
tennis. Appl. Incl. $1000 407-492-6464

WITHTHE

!I

4 5
6
9
3

6

4/3 house in waterford lakes, 2 rooms
open. $400 plus utilities. Move in Jan
1st. no pets, Call Chris 407 432 2395

Rate(

$l3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement availablefor Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

1

1 bedroom 1 bath corner apt on
Alafaya with reserved parking spot to
sublet for $700.00 /month ... $320.00
taken off original rent/month.email
esclement@gmail.com for more info

RateB

First issue:
Each addl issue:

9

Big Brain Work! Computer Science,
Math, & Engineering Majors Wanted.
PT/FT. Applied Research Associates .
Please email cfdjobs@ara.com

.. .,

100
12S
1S0
17S

Rate
Help Wanted: General
C
HelpWanted:Part-Time C
HelpWanted:Full-Time C
Business Opportunities B

100

PIT Doggy Daycare associate
posistions avail. Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
•••www.dogdayafternoon.net•.. email
resume to info@dogdayafternoon.net

••

CLASSIFICATIONS

2 Bd/ 2.5 Ba Townhome with attached
gaq:1ge for $700/month. Across the
street from UCF. Income restrictions
apply. Move in Special with mention of
this ad. Call 407-324-7773.

SEMINOLE
COUNTY

DOWN
1 Musical finales
2 Baker or O'Day
3 Glenn of
"Backdraft"
4 Continental
travel pass
5 Portray in words
6 Actress Ashley
7 Negatively
charged atom

2004 John Deere 5520 DIESEL
$5500, pictures/contact
johna291@gmail.com, +Loader
+digger +blade +Bale Spear
747hrs 4x4 AC CD 89HP, 2675191299

®

12/5/08

2008 Tribune Madia Services, Inc.

All right$ reserved .

8 Corrugation
9 "Mona Lisa"
museum
10 Antithesis
11 Try out
12 Apple or pear,
e.g.
13 Cereal grains
21 Nautical
stabilizer
25 Volcanic fallout
27 Conniving
29 Twilight area?
30 Countercurrent
31 Drug measure
32 Island east of
Java
33 Applications
34 Deadly seven
36 Tuesday god
37 Old autocrat
40 Female heir
42 Antenna
adjusters
44 Replacements
for LPs
45 Part of a
muzzle
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Last issue solved
48 Art stands
50 Red Bordeaux
wine
52 _ so often
53 Artful transition
55 Westminister, for
one

56
57
58
59
60

Vibrant
Dishes (out)
Golf standards
Assist illegally
Spanish
appetizers
62 Doesn't stay

Solution and new puzzles innext issue's Classifieds

.. ._. . FREE NEWS

SHERIFF'S

ONYOUR CELL PHONE

OFFICE

FROM THE CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Waterford, Beautiful upgrd. condo,
scrnd. balcony, 1 bed, storage, pool,
workout facility, W/D, call Mr. Jones
(407) 923-6067, incentive upon signing.

WHY YOUR -BEST
SELF-EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
MIGHT INVOLVE SOME TEAMWORK.

1 bdrm apt. for rent with male
roommate. Pegasus Pointe, must be
student. $575/mo. incl. all util. & cable.
Lease take over- will pay fees.
Hank or Stephanie Hays 727-415-6541

Do you want t:o get
news and updates
from t:he Central
Florida Future?
Reply A to set alert.

$425/mo 3/1 W/D, utilites included
15 min from UCF and Valencia
available now, quiet neighborhood
954 937 1223 koyapb@ix.netcom.com
1 rm. available in beautiful new house
by waterford, minutes to VCC and
UCF. Prefer female, ·550 includes all
utilities and cable+wireless internet.
Dog friendly, house is quiet, clean, and
private. Call or email Cathryn (407)
435-4491 or catyoung85@aol.com

As a Financial Rcpresentarive of the Northwestern Mutual Financial Network,
you'll be in business for yourself, bur not by yourself. You'll work with a network
of specialists co help clients achieve their financial goals. You'll help clients build
and preserve wealth. And you'll become a crusted financial confidant-known
for your expert guidance and innovative solutions. We offer a proven training
program and unlimited income potential. Call Alanna Buono today co arrange a
no-obligation meeting.

To measure your self-employment potentiat visit
www.nmfo.com/meieragency and Take the First Step!

Alanna R Buono
Direcror of Recruiting
The Meier Agency
2682 West Fairbanks Avenue
Winter Park, FL 32789

(407) 754-0507
alanna.buono@nmfC:om

I

1 to 2 rooms avail. In house near
UCF. Pool, hot tub, pool table, gym,
digital cable, WIFI, and all util lncld.
Available now! $525 per room. Call
Kristian @ 407-970-9799.

1 rm in 5/3 Avail ASAP . $575 mo.
ALL until. Incl + Maid Service. 900
Channels of cable TV. 1O min. to UCF.
Call Jasmine 407-488-8575
2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! $400/mo. each plus
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365
2 Rms Avail for F in 3/2 $425/mo. incl.
ALL util, furniture, very clean, large
rooms.1 month deposit. Avail Dec.
Near Waterford Lakes. 407-921-1032
Room for rent in a nice clean quiet
Oviedo home. Furnished or
unfurnished room includes utilities,
water, cable tv and wireless internet.
Available immediately. Female only
apply. Call Mary at 407-608-0182
Room for Rent-2/2 Condo in Beautiful
Hunter's Reserve -woodfloors,
cath.ceilings,1/2 mile to UCF all
utilite cable.internet in uded. $650
for add. info or schedule showing call
863-604-6019 or 813-763-5517

How Do I Text UCFNEWS to 44636?
3 .- ,St·n~1 this ·. . 4 Reply A ;;nd
2 .:.w,'ho :t
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11<?w~ alercs
:ibout UCF!

~

(![entral ~loriba 31tturt
Receive FREE. real-time news and alerts on your cell phone from the Central
Florida Future. Just text a keyword, like UCFNEWS, to 44636. For a list o f
other info you can get on your cell, text MENU to 44636. Now you ca n be in
the know whi le on the go!
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Buv with us_ Sell with us.
••

"

on vour next purchase GI $50 or 11ore.

•

Open Extended Hours:
Mon. -Thurs. 9AM -1PM, Fri. 9AM Sat. 10AM - 4PM

&••

Expires: Jan. 18,2009
Cao be used with financial aid, Bright Futures,
and Gray's Rewards Club Program. One
coupon per customer per visit per
day. Must surrender coupon at
,....-~~~
time of purchase. CanllQl be
~ -'14.•
combined with other discounts
or coupons. Minimum purchase of
$50.00 required to receive $5.00
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401-366-2241 • www.GravsBooks.com • 4250 Alatava Trail Ste 164
on Qte corner of Alalava Tri & McCulloch Rd • Universitv Palms Shopping Center, near PubliX
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